Charlie Wachtel and David Rabinowitz

Charlie Wachtel is an Oscar-winning screenwriter, filmmaker, and co-producer of *BlacKkKlansman*. Charlie is a graduate of the acclaimed FAMU Film School in Prague and American University. He got his start in LA as a Hollywood assistant, before working in advertising as a copywriter. Charlie and his writing partner are currently penning an action-thriller called *Animal* for Fox and Berlanti Productions, which is an adaptation of the book by NY Times bestselling author Casey Sherman. The story takes place in the 1960s and will recount the origins of the U.S. witness protection program.

David Rabinowitz is an Academy Award-winning co-writer of the Spike Lee film *BlacKkKlansman*. David is a graduate of Quinnipiac University. He and his writing partner Charlie Wachtel are currently penning an action-thriller called *Animal* for Fox and Berlanti Productions, which is an adaptation of the book by NY Times bestselling author Casey Sherman.